2011 Urban Design Winners

2011 Urban Design Awards for Urban Design Excellence

**Premier Award for Urban Design Excellence**

**Gold Coast Council**

*Gold Coast Council*

**Outstanding Project* - Commercial/Residential Mix*

**Moda Apartments**

*Moda Apartments*

**Outstanding Project - Mixed Use*

**The Corben House**

*The Corben House*

**Outstanding Project - Urban Regeneration*

**The Corben House**

*The Corben House*

**Outstanding Project - Public Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Open Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - City Area* -* 

**The Corben House**

*The Corben House*

**Outstanding Project - Mixed Use* -* 

**Moda Apartments**

*Moda Apartments*

**Outstanding Project - Public Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Open Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Mixed Use* -* 

**Moda Apartments**

*Moda Apartments*

**Outstanding Project - Public Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Open Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Mixed Use* -* 

**Moda Apartments**

*Moda Apartments*

**Outstanding Project - Public Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Open Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Mixed Use* -* 

**Moda Apartments**

*Moda Apartments*

**Outstanding Project - Public Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Open Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Mixed Use* -* 

**Moda Apartments**

*Moda Apartments*

**Outstanding Project - Public Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Open Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Mixed Use* -* 

**Moda Apartments**

*Moda Apartments*

**Outstanding Project - Public Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Open Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Mixed Use* -* 

**Moda Apartments**

*Moda Apartments*

**Outstanding Project - Public Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Open Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Mixed Use* -* 

**Moda Apartments**

*Moda Apartments*

**Outstanding Project - Public Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Open Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Mixed Use* -* 

**Moda Apartments**

*Moda Apartments*

**Outstanding Project - Public Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Open Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Mixed Use* -* 

**Moda Apartments**

*Moda Apartments*

**Outstanding Project - Public Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Open Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Mixed Use* -* 

**Moda Apartments**

*Moda Apartments*

**Outstanding Project - Public Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Open Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Mixed Use* -* 

**Moda Apartments**

*Moda Apartments*

**Outstanding Project - Public Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Open Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*

**Outstanding Project - Mixed Use* -* 

**Moda Apartments**

*Moda Apartments*

**Outstanding Project - Public Space* -* 

**Aurora Park**

*Aurora Park*
The design intent for the Surfers Paradise foreshore was to create a dynamic and vibrant public promenade balanced to permeate its attachments to the Gold Coast coast. It was unique as a key design attribute and has been achieved through the use of raised and natural infill structures. One of the key design contributions was to act as a unique and elegant marine structure. This has been achieved through the use of infused and structured nature of the concrete. The results and durable nature of construction acknowledge its association within a coastal environment including its popularity among surfers and skaters.

**Jury comment**

The jury also received a Special Mention from the Jury, who were impressed with the accessibility outcomes of its design. The panel felt that, in so many ways, the design successfully enhances the destination.

**Special Mention Certificate – Environmental Sensitivity**

Photograph by Adrian Golding

The redeveloped Burleigh Heads Movibay Surf Life Saving Club provides world-class community and public facilities and enhances the active edges of both the Gold Coast Highway and the Oceanway while also improving the relationship with the expanded parkland to the south and improving the pedestrian and vehicular movements to the north.

**Jury comment**

The project respects the spirit of its location, engages the community and is all the more successful for its retention of the mature trees.

**Special Mention Certificate – Community Enhancement**

Photograph by John Pearce

The redeveloped Burleigh Heads Movibay Surf Life Saving Club provides world-class community and public facilities and enhances the active edges of both the Gold Coast Highway and the Oceanway while also improving the relationship with the expanded parkland to the south and improving the pedestrian and vehicular movements to the north.

**Jury comment**

The project respects the spirit of its location, engages the community and is all the more successful for its retention of the mature trees.

**Aussie Industry Trade College**

Photograph by Deschampsmedia

The Australian Industry Trade College (AITC) is the culmination of the vision of a few inspired industry leaders that challenged them to create a unique new facility that would provide industry leaders the education. In 1995, the concept of a trade-oriented high school for the Gold Coast was put on the political agenda and was finally realised thanks to a $10 million Commonwealth grant secured by a determined local council. Since opening in 1996, AITC has become synonymous with industry professionals, due to their efforts, practically.

**Jury comment**

Special Mention goes to the Australian Industry Trade College, which provides a unique community enhancement service. The college's location and design is considered a unique development that creates a transitional space, from the schools the student has to the workplaces they are heading towards.

**Design Education Award (Masters)**

Photograph by Deschampsmedia

**Platform C Project**

Submission to University of Queensland

The scheme strives to provide a cultural base to ‘ground’ the impetus development of this city of leisure. Recognising the importance of economic, social and environmental sustainability, it represents a crucial shift towards quality public space and the need for interaction and social contact.

A transit centre, cultural precinct, community centre, place of secular reflection, and urban form have been located around a grid of streets, which is connected to the fan-like to the famous Gold Coast skylines and behind that, the ocean.

**Jury comment**

A bold vision to create a City Space, Platform C encompasses a cultural precinct, community hub and transit centre. Awarded for its design, and recognition of the importance of social interaction, proposal encompassed public spaces.

**Design Education Award (Masters)**

Photograph by Deschampsmedia

**The Ocean and Surf Precinct and Transit Integration Project**

The ocean and surf precinct explores both sea and surf and their role upon leisure and the ecology. The precinct extends the sense of Gold Coast into the ocean connecting public space through a jetty boardwalk and an ocean pool. Experience the moving waters of the ocean and allowing the first time perspective looking back towards the verticality of Surfers paradise.

The curriculum mall in a sense is extended vertically through the ocean and Surf Museum and out towards the sea and surf. The ocean and surf precincts are connected through the sharing of facilities, active interaction with the public.

**Jury comment**

A bold vision to create a City Space, Platform C encompasses a cultural precinct, community hub and transit centre. Awarded for its design, and recognition of the importance of social interaction, proposal encompassed public spaces.

**Design Education Award (Masters)**

**Vital Connections**

Submission to Griffith University

The urban design identifies ‘vital connections’ will create a new distinctive precinct, activating the space between Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach. The injection of vibrancy and life will create a connected network of walkable catchments, improving the urban grid diversity of the area, in turn connecting the central park of the Gold Coast which to date has been separated by the busy road network. The new walkway will be located along both sides of the street. Design guidance to ensure character and solar access has been provided for the zone into the beach side town that it is well known for.

**Jury comment**

This is a powerful project. Plan to cut an existing dead link and celebrate the focus and Buddhist community that exists there today. This precinct will be easily identifiable by its use of natural materials and its integration of old surfboards by engaging the beach.

**Design Education Award (Undergraduate)**

Photograph by Deschampsmedia

**Mannin Bridge Link & Public Square**

Submission by Chris Byron, Griffith University

A new commercial square gives opportunity for new business success while strengthening a important link. Upgrading street connection to Toddler Ave will allow for more controlled commercial expansion.

**Jury comment**

A new commercial square gives opportunity for new business success while strengthening a important link. Upgrading street connection to Toddler Ave will allow for more controlled commercial expansion.

**Related Information**

- Urban Design Awards
The Australian Industry Trade College (AITC) is the culmination of the vision of a few inspired industry leaders that challenged the conventional notion of secondary school education. In 2005, the concept of a trade-oriented high school for the Gold Coast was proposed to the State Government and was finally realized thanks to a $30 million Commonwealth grant secured by a determined Board of Directors and their support team of educators, builders and industry professionals. Due to their efforts, practically minded young people now have a genuine education – and indeed lifestyle – alternative.

**Juror Comment**

Special Mention goes to the Australian Industry Trade College, which provides a unique community enhancement service. The College consciously and sensitively provides students with a built environment that creates a transitional space, from the schools the students have come from, to the workplaces they are heading towards.

**Design Education Award (Masters)**

**Platform C Project**

Submitted by: Lucas Rebell, University of Queensland

The scheme strives to provide a cultural base to ‘ground’ the impetuous development of this city of leisure. Recognising the importance of economic, social and environmental sustainability, it represents a crucial shift towards quality public space and the recreation of landscapes with local identity.

A transit centre, cultural precinct, community centre, place of secular reflection, and urban farm have been located around a generous public square looking over the lake to the famous Gold Coast skyline and behind that, the ocean.

The arrangement of the program is intended to create a densification of activity around the edge of the square. An intensity of human occupation is encouraged through the sharing of facilities, active interaction with the public, and separation of programmable elements to ‘breathe out’ the routes of travel along active edges and across the square.

**Juror Comment**

A bold vision to create a Civic Space, Platform C encompasses a cultural precinct, community hub and transit centre. Awarded for its ambition of concept and celebration of our beautiful climate, Platform C impressed the judges with its versatility of space and proposal for a cultural centre.

**The Ocean and Surf Precinct and Transit Integration Project**

Submitted by: David Churber, University of Queensland

The ocean and surf precinct explore both sea and surf and their role upon our leisure and ecology. The precinct extends the fabric of Gold Coast into the ocean connecting public space through a jetty boardwalk and an ocean pool. Experiencing the moving waters of the ocean and allowing the first time perspective looking back towards the verticality of Surfers Paradise.

The design of public space and the transit centre is heavily driven from the central axis of Cavill Avenue, the main artery of Surfers Paradise. The Cavill mall is in a sense is extended vertically through the Ocean and Surf Museum and out towards the sea via a jetty boardwalk and ocean pool.

The housing of proposals appears for the city and culture of surfers paradise. The building itself is permanently open to the public and the life of the Gold Coast. The Ocean and Surf Precinct and Transit integration proposal encompasses qualities of what makes great urban space. The project specifically explores a variety of uses, human scale and richness, spatial qualities within the public realm, community enhancement, connectivity and access, and the qualities of edges.

**Juror Comment**

The urban design proposal appealed to the jury panel with its strong concept. With its jetty boardwalk it extends the urban fabric of the Gold Coast, creating a destination and providing a unique perspective to our famous skyline.

**Design Education Award (Undergraduate)**

**Vital Connections**

Submitted by: Jules Winton, Griffith University

The urban design identified in ‘Vital Connections’ will create a new distinctive precinct, activating the space between Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach. The injection of vibrancy and life will create a connected network of walkable catchments. Improving the urbanity and diversity of the area, in turn connecting the central part of the Gold Coast which to date has been separated by this missing link. A staged approach will be required to activate the streets, the recreational reserve and the links in North Broadbeach. Central to the improvements is the development of a cultural heart in North Broadbeach – a shared zone in Surf parade, active commercial frontages along both sides of the street, design guidelines to ensure character and solar access ties the zone into the beach side town that it is well known for.

The human scale reinforced through the development of connecting lane ways, that are small scale and provide workshop, commercial and art studio space to foster the artistic community that exists there today. The precinct will be easily identifiable by the surfing park on first parade with pedestrian and cyclist conflict removed of Old Burleigh Road by extending the beach front path through to Surfers Paradise.

**Juror Comment**

This proposed Master Plan creates a new and distinctive precinct between Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach. It emphasises connectivity and embraces commercial in a way that reflects the liveability of our city.

**Design Education Commendation (Undergraduate)**

**Southport to Main Beach Pedestrian Bridge Link & Public Square**

Submitted by: Chris Blyton, Griffith University

Wings stretching over the pedestrian link is a cheeky reincarnation of the 'Sydney Opera House' aimed to give the viewer a sense of identification and interest. This link will fuse Main Beach and Southport in a hub of business and dining thus creating a successful integration of residential and commercial within walking distance.

The addition of a new commercial square gives opportunity for new business success while strengthening a important link. Upgrading street connection to Toddor Ave will allow for more controlled commercial movement.

**Juror Comment**

With a design concept that evokes a sense of 'playfulness', this project was commended by the judges. It seeks to establish a more pedestrian-friendly city by linking public spaces.

**Related information**

- Urban Design Awards
A transit centre, cultural precinct, community centre, place of secular reflection, and urban farm have been located around a generous public square looking over the lake to the famous Gold Coast skyline and behind that, the ocean.

The arrangement of the program is intended to create a densification of activity around the edge of the square. An intensity of human occupation is encouraged through the sharing of facilities, active interaction with the public, and separation of programmatic elements to ‘leak out’ the routes of travel along active edges and across the square.

**Jury comment**

A bold vision to create a Civic Space, Platform C encompasses a cultural precinct, community hub and transit centre. Awarded for its creativity of concept and celebration of our beautiful climate, Platform C impressed the judges with its versatility of space and proposal for a cultural centre.

**Design Education Commendation (Masters)**

**The Ocean and Surf Precinct and Transit Integration Project**

Submitted by: David Churcher, University of Queensland

The ocean and surf precinct explore both sea and surf and their role upon our leisure and ecology. The precinct extends the fabric of Gold Coast into the ocean connecting public space through a jetty boardwalk and an ocean pool. Experiencing the moving waters of the ocean and allowing the first time perspective looking back towards the verticality of Surfers Paradise.

The design of public space and the transit centre is heavily driven from the central axis of Cavill Avenue, the main artery of Surfers Paradise. The Cavill mall in a sense is extended vertically through the Ocean and Surf Museum and out towards the sea via a jetty boardwalk and ocean pool.

The building encompases aspirations for the city and culture of Surfers paradise. The building itself is permanently open to the public and the life of the Gold Coast. The Ocean and Surf precinct and Transit integration proposal encompasses qualities of what makes great urban space. The project specifically explores a variety of uses, human scale and richness, spatial qualities within the public realm, community enhancement, connectivity and access, and the qualities of edges.

**Jury comment**

This urban design proposal appealed to the jury panel with its strong concept. With its jetty boardwalk it extends the urban fabric of the Gold Coast, creating a destination and providing a unique perspective to our famous skyline.

**Design Education Award (Undergraduate)**

**Vital Connections**

Submitted by: John Kurleo, Griffith University

The urban design identified in 'Vital Connections' will create a new distinctive precinct, activating the space between Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach. The injection of vibrancy and life will create a connected network of walkable catchments. Improving the urbanity and diversity of the area, in turn connecting the central part of the Gold Coast which to date has been separated by this missing link. A staged approach will be required to activate the streets, the recreational reserve and the lost lanes in North Broadbeach. Central to the improvements is the development of a cultural heart in North Broadbeach – a shared zone in Surf Parade, active commercial frontages along both sides of the street, design guidelines to ensure character and solar access ties the zone into the beach side town that it is well known for.

The human scale reinforced through the development of connecting lane ways, that are small scale and provide workshop, commercial and artist studio space to foster the artistic community that exists there today. The precinct will be easily identifiable by the sculpture park on First Parade with pedestrian and cyclist conflict removed of Old Burleigh Road by extending the beach front path through to Surfers Paradise.

**Jury comment**

This proposed Master Plan creates a new and distinctive precinct between Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach. It emphasises connectivity and embraces commerciality in a way that reflects the liveability of our city.

**Design Education Commendation (Undergraduate)**

**Southport to Main Beach Pedestrian Bridge Link & Public Square**

Submitted by: Chris Byron, Griffith University

Wings stretching over the pedestrian link is a cheeky reincarnation of the ‘Sydney Opera House’ aimed to give the viewer a sense of identification and interest. This link will fuse Main Beach and Southport in a hub of business and dining thus creating a successful integration of residential and commercial within walking distance.

The addition of a new commercial square gives opportunity for new business success while strengthening a important link. Upgrading street connection to Tedder Ave will allow for more controlled commercial expansion.

**Jury comment**

With a design concept that evokes a sense of ‘playfulness’, this project was commended by the judges. It seeks to establish a more pedestrian-friendly city by linking public spaces.

**Related information**

- Urban Design Awards
The ocean and surf precinct explore both sea and surf and their role upon our leisure and ecology. The precinct extends the fabric of Gold Coast into the ocean connecting public space through a jetty boardwalk and an ocean pool. Experiencing the moving waters of the ocean and allowing the first time perspective looking back towards the verticality of Surfers Paradise.

The design of public space and the transit centre is heavily driven from the central axis of Cavill Avenue, the main artery of Surfers Paradise. The Cavill mall in a sense is extended vertically through the Ocean and Surf Museum and out towards the sea via a jetty boardwalk and ocean pool.

The building encompasses aspirations for the city and culture of Surfers Paradise. The building itself is permanently open to the public and the life of the Gold Coast. The Ocean and Surf precinct and Transit Integration proposal encompasses qualities of what makes great urban space. The project specifically explores a variety of uses, human scale and richness, spatial qualities within the public realm, community enhancement, connectivity and access, and the qualities of edges.

Jury comment

This urban design proposal appealed to the jury panel with its strong concept. With its jetty boardwalk it extends the urban fabric of the Gold Coast, creating a destination and providing a unique perspective to our famous skyline.

Design Education Award (Undergraduate)

Vital Connections
Submitted by: Johns Kureo, Griffith University

The urban design identified in 'Vital Connections' will create a new distinctive precinct, activating the space between Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach. The injection of vibrancy and life will create a connected network of walkable catchments. Improving the urbanity and diversity of the area, in turn connecting the central part of the Gold Coast which to date has been separated by this missing link. A staged approach will be required to activate the streets, the recreational reserve and the lost lanes in North Broadbeach. Central to the improvements is the development of a cultural heart in North Broadbeach — a shared zone in Surf Parade, active commercial frontages along both sides of the street, design guidelines to ensure character and solar access ties the zone into the beach side town that it is well known for.

The human scale reinforced through the development of connecting lane ways, that are small scale and provide workshop, commercial and artist studio space to foster the artistic community that exists there today. The precinct will be easily identifiable by the sculpture park on First Parade with pedestrian and cyclist conflict removed of Old Burleigh Road by extending the beach front path through to Surfers Paradise.

Jury comment

This proposed Master Plan creates a new and distinctive precinct between Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach. It emphasises connectivity and embraces commerciality in a way that reflects the liveability of our city.

Design Education Commendation (Undergraduate)

Southport to Main Beach Pedestrian Bridge Link & Public Square
Submitted by: Chris Byron, Griffith University

Wings stretching over the pedestrian link is a cheeky reincarnation of the 'Sydney Opera House' aimed to give the viewer a sense of identification and interest. This link will fuse Main Beach and Southport in a hub of business and dining thus creating a successful integration of residential and commercial within walking distance.

The addition of a new commercial square gives opportunity for new business success while strengthening a important link. Upgrading street connection to Tedder Ave will allow for more controlled commercial expansion.

Jury comment

With a design concept that evokes a sense of 'playfulness', this project was commended by the judges. It seeks to establish a more pedestrian-friendly city by linking public spaces.

Related Information

- Urban Design Awards
The building encompasses aspirations for the city and culture of Surfers Paradise. The building itself is permanently open to the public and the life of the Gold Coast. The Ocean and Surf precinct and Transit integration proposal encompasses qualities of what makes great urban space. The project specifically explores a variety of uses, human scale and richness, spatial qualities within the public realm, community enhancement, connectivity and access, and the qualities of edges.

Jury comment

This urban design proposal appealed to the jury panel with its strong concept. With its jetty boardwalk it extends the urban fabric of the Gold Coast, creating a destination and providing a unique perspective to our famous skyline.

Design Education Award (Undergraduate)

Vital Connections
Submitted by: John Kunto, Griffith University

The urban design identified in 'Vital Connections' will create a new distinctive precinct, activating the space between Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach. The injection of vibrancy and life will create a connected network of walkable catchments. Improving the urbanity and diversity of the area, in turn connecting the central part of the Gold Coast which to date has been separated by this missing link. A staged approach will be required to activate the streets, the recreational reserve and the lost lanes in North Broadbeach. Central to the improvements is the development of a cultural heart in North Broadbeach – a shared zone in Surf Parade, active commercial frontages along both sides of the street, design guidelines to ensure character and solar access lies the zone into the beach side town that it is well known for.

The human scale reinforced through the development of connecting lane ways, that are small scale and provide workshop, commercial and artist studio space to foster the artistic community that exists there today. The precinct will be easily identifiable by the sculpture park on First Parade with pedestrian and cyclist conflict removed of Old Burleigh Road by extending the beach front path through to Surfers Paradise.

Jury comment

This proposed Master Plan creates a new and distinctive precinct between Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach. It emphasises connectivity and embraces commerciality in a way that reflects the liveability of our city.

Design Education Commendation (Undergraduate)

Southport to Main Beach Pedestrian Bridge Link & Public Square
Submitted by: Chris Byron, Griffith University

Wings stretching over the pedestrian link is a cheeky reincarnation of the 'Sydney Opera House' aimed to give the viewer a sense of identification and interest. This link will fuse Main Beach and Southport in a hub of business and dining thus creating a successful integration of residential and commercial within walking distance.

The addition of a new commercial square gives opportunity for new business success while strengthening a important link. Upgrading street connection to Todder Ave will allow for more controlled commercial expansion.

Jury comment

With a design concept that evokes a sense of 'playfulness', this project was commended by the judges. It seeks to establish a more pedestrian-friendly city by linking public spaces.

Related information

- Urban Design Awards
Vital Connections
Submitted by: John Kurko, Griffith University

The urban design identified in 'Vital Connections' will create a new distinctive precinct, activating the space between Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach. The injection of vibrancy and life will create a connected network of walkable catchments. Improving the urbanity and diversity of the area, in turn connecting the central part of the Gold Coast which to date has been separated by this missing link. A staged approach will be required to activate the streets, the recreational reserve and the lost lanes in North Broadbeach. Central to the improvements is the development of a cultural heart in North Broadbeach – a shared zone in Surf Parade, active commercial frontages along both sides of the street, design guidelines to ensure character and solar access ties the zone into the beach side town that it is well known for.

The human scale reinforced through the development of connecting lane ways, that are small scale and provide workshop, commercial and artist studio space to foster the artistic community that exists there today. The precinct will be easily identifiable by the sculpture park on First Parade with pedestrian and cyclist conflict removed of Old Burleigh Road by extending the beach front path through to Surfers Paradise.

Jury comment
This proposed Master Plan creates a new and distinctive precinct between Surfers Paradise and Broadbeach. It emphasises connectivity and embraces commerciality in a way that reflects the liveability of our city.

Design Education Commendation (Undergraduate)

Southport to Main Beach Pedestrian Bridge Link & Public Square
Submitted by: Chris Byron, Griffith University

Wings stretching over the pedestrian link is a cheeky reincarnation of the ‘Sydney Opera House’ aimed to give the viewer a sense of identification and interest. This link will fuse Main Beach and Southport in a hub of business and dining thus creating a successful integration of residential and commercial within walking distance.

The addition of a new commercial square gives opportunity for new business success while strengthening a important link. Upgrading street connection to Tedder Ave will allow for more controlled commercial expansion.

Jury comment
With a design concept that evokes a sense of 'playfulness', this project was commended by the judges. It seeks to establish a more pedestrian-friendly city by linking public spaces.

Related Information
- Urban Design Awards